a l °2 i) EN is. orthogonal to £ S,^yO^% 9 o 2 ) then a° is a sum of two generalized (7* characters. one of which is orthogonal to S" and the other is Thus we may assume ||A.|| ^ ll/iill-Then we can assume A 1 = ±\i 2 and ||ju 2 l| ^ 11^II-Equation it for 1 < i < k -1, 1 < t < n it (i, Since ~k , is irreducible and a is an isometry on 1^ , (ii) W ,is,a non-abelian p-group for some prime p with a(»:M«) < 4(3:?) 2 where a is the square-free part of («:M»).
(iii) §, .is g-coherent.
THE RESTRICTION OF CERTAIN CHARACTERS OF Q TO £
In this section we obtain results concerning the multiplicities of the constituents of ©{X for characters © of Q assuming Q , £, and <£ satisfy Hypothesis 2.1 and assuming a coherent set of irreducible characters is given. To do this we apply Theorem 2.1, and for this it is necessary that © satisfy 
